FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

USAF Engages ScImage to Launch Ambitious Global
Cardiology Network
Comprehensive, USAF-wide system deployed for categorization, visualization and
interpretation of full diagnostic quality cardiac studies.
Los Altos, CA – March 30, 2011 - ScImage announced the launch of an ambitious project to assist the
United States Air Force, Aeromedical Consultation Service (ACS) with the collection, assessment and
reporting tools necessary to expedite cardiovascular decisions for rated aviators, while concurrently
reducing flight disqualification delays.
As defined by the USAF, the project scope includes the Creation of a USAF-wide, comprehensive
digital system for the categorization, visualization and interpretation of full diagnostic quality cardiac
studies.
Using a secure, DIACAP accredited PicomEnterprise PACS from ScImage, Inc., flight clinics worldwide
can electronically transfer exams to ACS for rapid assessment. Inbound exams are reconciled with
MilPDS and subsequently presented to specialists along with relevant priors for primary reading.
With this new web based PACS system from ScImage, ACS physicians report their observations
electronically, providing quick decision support for the disposition of flight personnel. Now, highly
trained Air Force aviators can be rapidly evaluated and re-deployed to operational status in hours
rather than days.
As the Central Library project matures, ACS will have the foundation of a complete cardiology
recordset, consisting of imaging, reports and discrete test data for all rated aviators; including an ECG
library extending back nearly 60 years. This extensive volume of data will provide the USAF with
profound research capabilities, all from one database.
About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company, headquartered in Los Altos, California.
ScImage is a global leader in the development of advanced medical imaging and workflow solutions
for radiology, cardiology, orthopedics, obstetrics and electronic medical record content management.
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As a true enterprise PACS company, ScImage's mission is to provide a shared infrastructure solution
for all imaging intensive departments throughout the healthcare enterprise. At the center of
ScImage's technology is PICOM, a web service technology that works independent of data types,
modalities and departments to seamlessly deliver multi-modality image and information
management, multi-PACS archiving, Cloud PACS services, offsite disaster recovery and telemedicine
functionality. ScImage®, PICOM®, NetraMD®, ForeverOnline®, PicomOnline™, PicomWeb™,
HyperStreaming™, OnDemand TelePACS™ and EPF™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
ScImage, Inc. For more information about ScImage and the PICOM family of products, visit their
website at www.scimage.com or call 1-866-SCIMAGE.
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